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Foreword

Today’s installed ATM base is in excess of 1.5 million ATMs. Research has shown that each ATM will cost between $7.5k - $25k per annum to operate. If we assume an average of $15k/ATM then approximately $22.5billion is spent each year supporting the ATM operations, and assuming a ten year ATM life cycle, this leads to a staggering $225billion spent during the ATM Operational life cycle.

This document sets out to review the factors impacting life cycle costs, and areas which may be addressed in order to improve business efficiency and cost saving for the overall benefit of the ATM Industry.

Initially 5 areas will be provided for analysis, but it is anticipated that the complete life cycle analysis will be subject to continuous update as both technology, and service support management systems, are introduced. The five areas to be addressed are :-

1. Key Cost Drivers and Profit Drivers
2. Cash Cycle and Cash Management
3. Technical Service Monitoring Efficiencies
4. ATM Outsourcing Business Model
5. The ISO Business Model

The document takes advantage of current knowledge of “ATM Cost Efficiency” systems, technologies, and business processes. It is anticipated that the document will be subject to review change as further industry inputs are obtained.

www.atmia.com

Graham McKay
Executive Director
ATMIA Europe
February 2006
Chapter 1

Definition of the Total ATM Lifecycle Operational Solution (TALOS)

1.1 ATM Lifecycle

The full life cycle for an ATM commences with Research & Development, leading to Design & Manufacture. The ATM then enters the Operational phase of the lifecycle, normally extending to 10 years of use, before being subject to an equipment renewal phase which either leads to the ATM being disposed of, or refurbished for third world use.

The figure below provides an end to end assessment of the overall ATM lifecycle, which identifies the key factors of “feedback” in order to ensure that the manufacturing research and development budgets are used to best effect in providing product that the customer requires.

The customer “Business Unit Group” provides the essential elements of future self service strategy and functionality requirements, together with the IT unit who should provide input for the future development direction of the technology platform. Finally the Operations Group should provide input on the service operability and interfaces in order to maximise CIT efficiencies.

It is critical to obtain constructive customer and operational feedback for research & development in order to create both cost and business efficiencies, particularly in terms of :-

- Design for reliability of main components
- Design for ease of Manufacture and cost reduction
- Design for simplicity of Service
- Design for functionality flexibility

The above can only be of value as input to the next generation Self Service equipment as it is introduced into operational service, and therefore cannot impact the current installed base, except for potential module upgrades. Therefore for the initial document, focus will be maintained on the current and recently installed ATM base in order to assess potential savings in the immediate future.
### TALOS - Total ATM Life-Cycle Operational Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT CYCLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; Line Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/W &amp; S/W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DESIGN
- Market research & customer feedback
- Identification of critical areas
- Define service strategy
- Define design strategy
- Backward compatibility
- Interface standardisation
- Modular upgradability
- Design in reliability
- Field feedback on module reliability
- Review component supplier reliability process
- Design for manufacture
- Functionality research

### MANUFACTURE
- Manual vs mechanised assembly
- Low price location vs setup & training costs
- Standardisation of modules
- Define Service policy and accessibility
- Define software predictive maintenance Services
- Define Partners
- Compliance with key test standards & compliances
- Modular Options Risk Analysis Pricing Review Commercial Review

### Sales & Purchase Cycle
- Shipping Costs
- Customs & Tax
- Cost of Sales & Marketing
- Technology evaluation units
- Installation Costs
- Cost of upgrades
- Life cycle cost
- Price Negotiation
- SLA Negotiation
- Parts support costs (1<sup>st</sup> & 2<sup>nd</sup> line)
- Resource identification
- Transition Planning
- Contract Signed

### 2<sup>nd</sup> Line Service
- ATM Service Monitoring
- Predictive maintenance
- Response Management and parts logistics
- Internal Contract Management
- Preferred Partner Contracts
- Sub Contract Management
- Technology Refresh Plan
- Technology Upgrade
- Support Systems Implementation
- Review Internal procedures
- Review External procedures
- ATM Service Monitoring
- Confirm delivery vs plan
- Review SLA failure and quality performance
- Confirm support effectiveness
- Monitor sub-contracts
- Establish Penalties, Process & Procedures
- Review Internal procedures
- Review external procedures
- Multi-function operational software
- Software standardisation
- Cash optimisation
- ATM performance monitoring
- Optimise performance
- Confirm Performance vs Requirements
- Review any special contract requirements
- Identify equipment flexibility
- Review overall efficiency and profit margins

### 1<sup>st</sup> Line Service
- Cash Optimisation
- ATM Service Monitoring
- Contract Management
- Improvement process
- Contract Administration
- And Execution
- Contract type - Per Callout
- - Annual fixed fee
- - Outsourcing
- - Review Business Unit requirements
- - Review Technical requirements
- - Review Customer relationship

### EQUIPMENT RENewAL
- Confirm contract status
- Review areas of contract change
- Review overall ROI
- Assess changes required
- Review Customer Strategic direction
- Initiate Customer Discussions
- Confirm revised pricing and Contract conditions

---
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In order to provide positive impact of the existing installed base, the “Operational Lifecycle” is the area of prime interest, and will therefore be the defined “lifecycle” referenced in this document.

In that context the figure below identifies those aspects which will be addressed in more detail in further chapters. A summary of items under key headings which, after investigation, can provide genuine cost savings are provided as support to the “Total ATM Lifecycle Operational Solution” (TALOS).
Chapter 2

Key Cost Drivers and Profit Drivers

2.1 General

The following “cost wheel” has been used to show the areas of annual expense related to an installed ATM. The percentages given are based upon generic research across USA, Europe, Africa and Asia.

It is recognised that there will be variations from country to country, and between geographic regions due to differences in labour rates, tax & duty, local regulations, security, and management/contract efficiencies. This document will not set out to confirm values, but merely accept that they represent areas for cost reduction and business improvement.
### 2.2 Cost Wheel Description of Elements

For clarification each of the main cost elements defined are expanded below, and were appropriate costs include the internal administration, contract management, and personnel costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>INSURANCE</strong> For banks this is often internal self insurance, but of increasing cost for off premise ATM's due to increased security risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>INTEREST ON CASH</strong> The loss of interest which could be accumulated if the cash in the ATM was available for overnight investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>COST OF CASH</strong> The cost of purchasing cash from the National Bank, and holding for delivery direct to an ATM or via a Branch to an ATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>CASH PROVISION</strong> The cost and management of the CIT delivery of cash, emergency cash delivery, and collection/reconciliation of excess cash from the ATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><strong>HARDWARE MAINTENANCE</strong> The cost and management of the ATM SLA hardware/software maintenance contract, the supply of parts and ATM upgrades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>CONSUMABLES</strong> The cost, management and supply of consumables for the ATM receipt, journal and statement printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><strong>USER MAINTENANCE</strong> The cost of user 1st line servicing covering card retrieval, card jams, note jams and general area accessibility/cleanliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td><strong>SECURITY</strong> Cost of on-going security both in terms of CCTV monitoring/tape auditing, alarm contracts management, and regular visual inspections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td><strong>DEPRECIATION</strong> The initial cost of the ATM, site inspection, site preparation, and installation cost, over a set period (typically 7 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td><strong>CENTRAL SERVICES</strong> Includes all related costs for IT management, data security, network costs, central processing, and technology upgrades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td><strong>COMMUNICATION</strong> Cost of management and related telephone, virtual private network, and associated driver/routing equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td><strong>OCCUPANCY</strong> Apportioned rental cost for ATM installation area and service maintenance area. Additionally, in a banking or retail environment, the potential loss of “sales” area for other products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1*
Chapter 3
Cost Saving Strategies

Based upon the ATM Annual Cost Wheel, and Table 1 above, items will be grouped for ease of review and assessment into the following areas:

- Cash cycle cost saving – items 2, 3, and 4 of Table 1
- Maintenance Cost saving – items 5, 6, and 7 of Table 1
- ATM revenue generation – item 12 of Table 1
- Outsourcing of risk for Security, Depreciation, and Insurance – items 8, 9, and 1 of Table 1
- Outsourcing of risk and technology – items 10, and 11 of Table 1

Five Elements of ATM Cost saving
Chapter 4
Cash Cycle and Cash Management

4.1 Introduction

Cash Optimisation can be used to minimize the cash in both the Branch and ATM estate. This has the benefits of reducing the cost of cash and providing predictive information for the more effective and efficient delivery of cash. Additionally, if regulation allows, the accurate knowledge of cash in the ATM may allow this to be treated as “distributed vault” cash and therefore available to gain interest on overnight investment markets.

4.2 Predictive Cash Management:

This is a software solution which is now available offering sophisticated analysis of Cash in the complete Cash Cycle. Traditionally cash is addressed in three main areas, the Vault Cash, the Branch Cash and the ATM Cash. Within each area, there is duplication of inventory management by the Bank Cash Centre, the Bank Branch, and the ATM.

In a traditionally conservative environment, it is typical for each area to over order cash, which when amplified by the number of branches and the number of ATM’s, means that the Bank carries significant excess cash which is costing money.

It has been shown in the USA that cost savings at Branch level can be achieved up to $3000 - $10,000 per year, and at ATM level of $2000 per year. For a typical bank of 1000 ATM’s and 200 Branches the implementation of a Cash Optimisation solution could realize around $3 billion!
Cash management & optimisation …
… improve your business & save you money

The potential savings available by integrating the management of branches, ATMs & vaults, has been under-exploited

The end to end Cash cycle can be addressed from the point at which Cash is issued at the ATM, to the Branch where Cash is held, and then through to a central vault or Cash Centre. With the introduction of Cash deposit and cash recycling ATM’s the necessity to introduce cash flow predictions is of increasing importance to the overall efficiency of the cash cycle.

4.3 ATM Cash

Accurate statistical analysis of cash usage (transaction level), coupled with historical information relating to cash flow peaks, events, holiday periods, response times, will ensure that the statistical analysis can provide accurate information relating to both the overnight cash held at each ATM (distributed vault cash), and the anticipated refill amount and time.

If local regulations allow then a percentage of the cash held in ATM’s can be used as if it were part of the Bank vault cash for overnight investment and interest.

By forward predicting the refill amount & date, information can be provided in advance to CIT contractors to assist in improving the efficiency of route planning, and negate “cash out” situations. Both factors if integrated with the CIT contract, can be used to potentially reduce costs.

Were ATM’s are refilled on site by Bank staff, then the predictive elements of refill date and amount assist Branch staff in knowing the amount of cash to be held and when it will be required.
The additional benefits include accuracy in reducing unused cash, which then requires reconciliation, and cash recycling. Systems can provide optimal order recommendations and should the anticipated demand for cash prior to the next scheduled delivery exceed the current balance, the system should issue a pre-emptive alert. Advance knowledge of a potential shortage provides the opportunity to handle the situation in a non-emergency fashion and outside of peak transaction periods. The systems offer ‘self learning’ logarithmic software which predicts demand for currency at each ATM or Teller position on an individual basis by applying sophisticated mathematical algorithms to historical, event and cost data.

The major advantages of the system ensure that an ATM ‘out of service’ due to lack of cash does not occur, the amount of cash held by the bank at cash points is accurately predicted (overnight short term loans), and the level of cash required to be held at the back office vault can be significantly reduced. Thereby enabling significant cost savings, and improvements in efficiency.

4.5 Branch Cash

It is typical that Branch managers never wish to be in a position of “low” cash, and therefore the trend has been shown to be one of “over” cash. This over cash situation has been shown in the US to cost typically $3000 per month per Branch in increased interest charge.

While any branch Manager should have the ability to override any Cash Predictions because of his local knowledge, and changing circumstances, it is important to provide the best technical tools available to assist his decision.

Most of the factors identified for ATM Cash flow cost savings apply also to the Branch with the additional input of “deposit” cash which is provided directly to the Branch office either via Teller or Cash Deposit ATM’s.

4.6 Cash Vault/Cash Centre

The cash vault/cash centre becomes the point at which Branch cash ordering is consolidated for purchase and delivery of cash. The ability to accurately predict cash usage, ensures that over-ordering or under-ordering are reduced and finally eliminated, therefore significantly reducing the “cost” of cash and delivery. The end to end cash management also provides information regarding Branches which are cash positive, cash neutral or cash negative. For cash positive branches, an improvement in collection and cash recycling reduces exposure and cost of cash.
Functional components in detail

- Forecasting
- Time/Inventory monitoring
- Pre-emptive alerting
- Cost Optimizing
- Recommendation Automation
- ATM and Branch Analyzing
- Branch Staff Interfacing
- Cost Determination
- Cost Balancing
- Transportation Cost Tracking
- Order Issuing
- Denomination Handling
- Emergency Order Handling
- Actual Delivery Tracking
- History Comparing
- Trend Determination
- Event Managing
- Season Overlaying
- Data Loading
- Data Analysis and Excluding
- Carrier Reporting
- Vault Reporting
- General Reporting
- What-If Simulation
- Performance Measurement
- External Database Synchronization
- Data Exporting to
- Other Applications

In summary a Cash Management solution should provide the following information:

- Dynamic Forecasting
- Pre-emptive Cash out Prediction
- Availability Optimisation
- Cost Minimisation
- Cash in transit Scheduling/Interfacing
- Performance Measurement
- “What if” Simulation
- Extensive Reporting Facility
- Vault/Cash Centre, Branch and ATM/Teller Cash Management
- Secure Audit trail
- On line Cash balance analysis
- Multiple currency capability
- Secure Ordering on line & reports
Chapter 5
Technical Service Monitoring Efficiencies

5.1 Introduction

Most of the current generation of ATM’s, have sophisticated diagnostic capability, and in most cases this has intellectually proprietary protection for use with an authorized engineers “key” or access code. Much research and development funding is applied to this diagnostic ability in order to assist the manufacturer in providing additional service maintenance benefit.

In many cases up to 2000 status event codes are generated, which provide detailed information on the component/module and cause of a fault condition. Additionally, latest generation ATM’s include information relating to “predictive” maintenance, providing advance warning to the service engineer of components/modules requiring maintenance prior to failure.

The status event codes can either be available independently, or form part of the transaction message, transmitted to the host and are therefore available for interpretation to assist in call analysis and “first time fix”.

When sent as part of the transaction message, all too often these codes are “stripped” out at the customers front end processor, as they are not relevant to the transaction. Occasionally the status information is passed to a Call management system for filtering, but due to the lack of sophistication the status is only diagnosed in simplistic categories, leaving diagnosis to a service engineer on call out.

By introducing a system which extracted the full status event codes, and analyzing these using the manufacturer’s diagnostic software, then precise information can be supplied on the fault and component required to ensure a first time fix.

- An Event Status System is an ATM monitoring system that automates the identification, notification and corrective action of ATM abnormalities and supplies conditions
• The system should receive, analyse, and respond to event status messages sent by an ATM

• If implemented the system should assist customers to improve equipment availability.

• The system should have a flexible rules engine to define the proper notification, escalation and corrective action for each status generated by the ATM

• Notification Techniques should Include:
  – Pager with text capability/GSM
  – Fax
  – Interactive Voice Response
  – E-Mail
  – Electronic Dispatch

Comprehensive Management Reports in order to provide Performance and Uptime Statistics of the ATM Network and Service provider

Using the above communications concept, Status messages are forwarded directly from the ATM and do NOT interrupt the transaction processing. An alternative using the existing network connection is given below, which has the advantage of No additional communications costs, but may require customer front end processor changes to ensure that all status messages are correctly made available.
Network Connection

Will Require IP Networking in Place

- Status messages are forwarded directly from Network
- Status messages may be diluted/filtered at FEP
- May require customer to make front end changes to their host system
- Does Not interrupt transaction processing

If the ATM has a “dial up” communication instead of a direct communication or VPN (virtual private network), then ATM’s can either, share same phone line as transaction processing line, or if not then it would require a second phone line. This will Not interrupt transaction processing, and will not require network re-certification.

5.2 Summary

The addition of a Status Management System, capable of analyzing all the ATM status codes will provide business efficiency and cost-saving based on :-

• Improvement in ATM availability by immediate notification and quick resolution of ATM problems
• Reduction in operational costs by automating the notification, follow-up and escalation of ATM problems
• Confidence to Operations Management that no problem will occur unnoticed or uncorrected within a defined set of parameters
• More Accurate Failure Analysis
• Faster First Time Fix
• Reduced Downtime
• Increased ATM Revenue
• Escalation Procedure Virtually Eliminates Lost/Ignored Fault or repeat fault conditions
• Historical Data and Management Reports Help Pinpoint Problem Areas
• Enables the control centre to dispatch to the right person with the right parts
By introducing effective and pro-active monitoring then clearly both the speed of repair (first time fix) is improved together with predictive maintenance, will improve ATM availability and provide greater uptime for increased transactions.

The next thought phase of Hardware maintenance contracts, will be to use the integrated monitoring between Customer & Contractor in order to move towards a “call out” contract dictated by number of transactions/ATM and predictive maintenance, rather than the traditional fixed price per annum.

This would follow the format of Cash in Transit contracts which in conjunction with the “cash optimization” software would lead to a more efficient “call out” contract based on ATM transactions (cash used) and predictive refill.
Chapter 6
Adding Revenue through Marketing Media

6.1 Introduction

Included in the annual cost of an ATM is an element of “Occupancy” cost based upon an apportioned rental cost for ATM installation area and service maintenance area. Additionally, in a banking, or retail environment, this would also include the potential loss of “sales” area for other products.

Until recently the idea of including “positive marketing” at the ATM was not accepted due to interference on the network, (bandwidth limitations), and the ATM processor only having the ability to accept static screen downloads. To implement screen downloads was costly and time consuming as each ATM had to be taken out of service for a service engineer to download information using discs, re-programme, and reboot.

As a result of the significant improvements in both ATM and Network technologies, processing capacity/speed and network bandwidth, the system has the capacity available for other functions, which enables remote downloads, and compressed video to be used on the ATM screens.

These factors coupled with the desire of Network providers for increased revenue, and the internal and external advertisers desire to exploit new methods for market messaging, has led to increased interest in the ATM screen (and significantly effective pilot installations). The internet and mobile phone are prime targets, but the ATM gives a guaranteed time availability to a known audience who have spending power, earnings, and a requirement for potentially all other financial services (investment, insurance, mortgage etc).

From an internal perspective, ATM screen advertising is one cornerstone of customer “Account Aggregation”, which may be coupled with CRM and supportive marketing messages.
Independent research in UK on recent ATM screen advertising has indicated that:

- 96% of customers are satisfied using an ATM running advertising
- 44% of customers would like to see vouchers for the campaign on their receipt
- One in four customers are likely to buy the product being promoted as a result of seeing the ATM advertising

In addition for a bank, the use of screen advertising for internal marketing enables:

- Bank to extend marketing reach and Branding
- Cross sell products and Services
- Generate revenue from the channel
- Apply a multi-channel strategy

For external advertising channels the ATM represents:

- A unique customer one to one opportunity
- Identifiable customer base
- An ability to segment
- A highly accountable marketing channel.

6.2 Implementation

The introduction of marketing internal products using the ATM becomes an internal technology update coupled with a specialised agency, knowledgeable on the effectiveness and timing of “burst” screen material, the duration and refresh cycle, in order to gain maximum impact.

Advertising of external agency products involves two critical additional factors.

- The first is based upon the products to be advertised - are they in keeping with bank policies, brand image, and ethics. How much control does the ATM owner wish to have over the adverts to be displayed, and how much does the advertiser wish to be constrained by the ATM owner's approval mechanism?
- The second is based on the knowledge and ability of the ATM owner to find and interface with appropriate advertisers, and to understand the commercial rationale which will improve advertising revenue.

Specialist organisations are now available that are capable of dealing with both issues

6.3 The Business of ATM Advertising

One of the ways which both financial institutions and ISO’s have tried to add value and revenue to their ATM estates is through the process of selling advertising space on the ATM. This is not a new idea; it has been tried and implemented in pilot or restricted format in many countries around the world.
Initially, many financial institutions have advertised their own products in an attempt to increase the market penetration of their products, however, more recently there has been a shift by major financial institutions towards 3rd Party advertising on the “off-site” ATMs they deploy.

Independent analysts have tested the acceptability of the concept in the US with the following results:

1. 80% of users recalled seeing advertisements on the ATM screen
2. 81% of users felt their ATM experience was the same or better than previous transactions.
3. The majority of users felt their ATM transaction took the same or less time than usual

Until recently there have been a number of constraints facing the innovative deployers wishing to implement full motion ATM advertising. These constraints have been both technical and business related. It is an undisputed fact that until recently ATM’s were only capable of displaying static, single page adverts. While this proved useful in displaying product and service information to customers it is not a medium that is highly attractive to 3rd party advertisers. The main reason for this is that the recall of consumers to static advertising is greatly below that of full audio-visual adverts. Thus the technical requirement of an advertising partner is the ability to display digital audio-visual clips, such as MPEG, on the ATM screen. Beyond that the deployer must be able to deliver to the ATM on a regular basis, often weekly, new media clips or “shows” for playback in the ATM. Bandwidth limitations have been a barrier to the distribution of ATM adverts, however, there is a case for using the advertising revenue generation as one of the key factors in cost-justifying the upgrade and enhancement of the ATM network to support media distribution. Software now also exists to manage the distribution of that media to individual ATMs on the network.

The net result is that the technology barriers to full multi-media advertising on ATMs have rapidly fallen in the last 2 years. Infrastructure can now be put more cost effectively in place to support 3rd party ATM advertising. However, technology is only one of the barriers faced by deployers wishing to place adverts on their ATM estate.

What the bank must deliver is an available network of ATMs, spread across multiple sector types, located roughly in-line with the geographic spread of the regional population but with the majority based at the most attractive off-site and on-site locations close to the consumers “point of purchase”.
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Although technology barriers have been lowering in recent times a number of key features need to be introduced into the ATM network to allow deployers to fully capitalise on the opportunities from both internal and third party advertising. These include:

- Timely download of full advert inventory to target ATM estate
- Play to completion for adverts already in progress
- Full statistical reporting back to host for billing purposes
- Remote view of “slot and time” availability by ATM across the estate for “ad sales” team

6.3.1 ATM Media Delivery, Management and Playback: Business & Functional Overview

The following description outlines what is required from a business and functional viewpoint to implement the process of ATM multimedia advertising and promotion either for a banks internal products and services or for third-party adverts placed in the ATMs on a fee-paid basis.

The process is divided into 3 stages each of which has their own specific functional requirements. These stages are not serial in nature and once implemented need to be fully integrated and interactive.

The following diagram represents these stages at a high level:
Once the relevant media files are distributed to the ATM the following represents a possible advertising model that can be implemented. However, customer and country variations will need to be implemented.

6.3.2 The Role of the Media Server and what happens at the ATM Level

Assuming that the media files (MPEGs) that need to be played in the individual ATMs are produced and delivered to the “media server”, then these files need to be put together into appropriate “Media Campaigns” for distribution to the relevant ATMs. A campaign will consist of the actual MPEG media files plus the schedule file(s) associated with it.

This process involves the creation of a range of distribution schedules that will list the ATMs due to receive the campaign (by geographic region perhaps) and for how long each campaign will last. The schedule will also identify which media “slot” in each ATM each advert will occupy.
Assuming that each ATM has 3 advertising slots available to run 5 second advertisements during the TRANSACTION sequence, then it will be required that the media server distributes flexible campaigns and/or updated campaigns on a regular basis to the whole ATM estate or to a sub-set based on the criteria as defined by the schedule laid down by the Media Sales & Planning process. The frequency of distribution will start at monthly or perhaps bi-weekly and as the business evolves then it is likely that campaign downloads and updates will be run on a weekly basis.

Since a “campaign” will consist of media files of various types and sizes it is expected that each complete campaign will be up to 20Mb in size. Campaign updates that replace only one of the adverts in the three slots will naturally be smaller but at these file sizes, even allowing for the downloads to take place overnight, the distribution network will need to be high speed/bandwidth such as TCP/IP.

Once the relevant Media files and their associated schedules have been downloaded to each relevant ATM, the schedule of media file plays needs to be addressed by the ATMs “transaction control software” (TCS) and/or application environment to ensure that the correct “advert” is played in the correct “slot” in each ATM and that each advert in each campaign is capable of running in a “play to completion” environment on each ATM. This therefore means that during the TRANSACTION SEQUENCE there must be the capability for the ATMs TCS to check when the host returns the requested verification and ensure that whatever advert is playing at the time on the ATM screen is allowed to complete its schedule. This may mean that the host message, and therefore transaction completion, is delayed for up to 4 seconds. Thus there is the potential to slightly increase the overall customer transaction time but due to the audio-visual nature of the interaction with the customer during the “Please Wait” time studies in the US have shown that the perception is that the total transaction time is shortened not lengthened.

Initially, and possibly even for circumstances where the bank is only running its own adverts, it is expected that complete campaigns will all be changed at once. This means that all 3 slots in each ATM will be updated at the same time. This is not an ideal situation from a marketing viewpoint due to the previously discussed “wearout factor”, however it is simpler to administer from a deployers viewpoint.

If 3rd party advertising is to be introduced then the estate owner or whoever is responsible for the campaign downloads will need to have more complete “inventory management” capabilities available at both the media server and ATM level.
The infrastructure of the Media server, communications network and ATM terminal environment need to be able to provide in a timely manner the ability to:

- Download to the identified ATMs the required media files and the associated control file
- Obtain verification this has been done correctly
- Update any media files and campaigns that require updating
- Schedule the updated campaigns or new campaigns to be invoked as required
- Remove, under predetermined criteria, media files, control files and/or complete campaigns no longer required
- Provide statistical data back to the media server on previously run campaigns

This functionality ultimately needs to be deliverable to any individual ATM in the estate, for any individual campaign running in the ATM and for any specific media slot in that ATM.

6.3.3 Advertiser Billing

Key Factors

- Advertisers see little value in the “IDLE LOOP” or “ATTRACT SEQUENCE” time
- Advertisers will only pay for completed plays of their advert during the TRANSACTION.

Generally the business model will be based on the advertisers being billed based on 2 criteria. First, a simple fee or “media charge” for having a presence or “slot” on the ATM(s) for any given week, 2-week or monthly period. The actual time scheduled will depend upon the advertisers campaign requirements, the length of time slots available in the required ATM estate sub-set and the overall sales campaign put together by the advertising sales force in conjunction with the advertisers agency. The second part of the fee will be based on a charge according to how many times the advert was run in the scheduled time period and how many coupons or “offers” were made/printed. To allow for this model to work a billing process must be implemented that gathers details on both elements of the charges and bases invoices on these criteria.

This means that the media server must also pull from each estate and each individual ATM in the network statistical details on what advert is running in each slot during which timeframe and how many times it was played during this time with details of the number of coupons printed. This data will then need to be aggregated and fed into the financial and billings systems as appropriate.
The Media Server should NOT become a billing system but should gather, perhaps from each ATMs audit log, the statistics required to provide the input to the billing and financial systems.

6.4 Advertising Sales

The above sections have addressed the functional and business requirements, at a high level, for the Media Server and ATM Delivery and Play stages in the ATM Media Network. Today, much of this functionality can be provided by products from the main ATM vendors. ATM vendors do not traditionally address the issue of meeting the requirements of the Media Sales and Media Planning parts of the business model. This is not historically an area where Banks or ATM vendors have a great deal of experience or expertise. Before discussing the requirements the following should be noted with regards to the Media side of the business.

Many forms of advertising medium are sold in packages and ATM screen slots will be no different. Discounts to advertisers will be given according to spend, placement location, length of run time etc. When the medium is establishing itself greater discounts will have to be given especially when the network of available ATM screens is in its initial ramp up stage. It is expected that no ATM advertising network will be 100% full to capacity with adverts. It is the role of the Media Owner (partner) to offer special bundles and repeat runs to the advertisers so that the maximum advertising revenue is achieved but it will never yield 100% of its potential, just like any other advertising medium.

While transaction volumes are important it is not necessarily the only factor in determining sites attractiveness to the advertisers. The media owner will rate each ATM site according to such factors as transaction levels plus the associated geo-demographic data available to them. Each side will therefore be rated as:

HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW on an attractiveness matrix and then given an associated price for each advert slot on that basis. The media owner will therefore sell their “Media Bundle” of slots to fit in the advertisers criteria for population reach and their own desire to keep as many slots full for as much time as possible. An advertiser will not, generally, be able to buy just slots that rate HIGH but will have to take a spread across all 3 attractiveness types, unless they pay a large price premium.

The IT infrastructure outlined in the diagram earlier will not be required to handle these aspects of the Media sales & Planning process although they must be understood if the correct functionality is to be provided from the ATM Network to the Media Sales & Planning personnel.

By the nature of the job the media sales and planning people will work closely with the advertising agencies of the clients/advertisers. This means that they will be a mobile workforce and will need remote access to their support systems.
Today this access is probably best provided via a secure website, utilising laptop PC’s.

Each PC would also carry a database of information on each ATM on the Media network. This could alternatively also be provided through a remote link if appropriate.

This would provide the basic data with which to negotiate and plan particular media “campaigns” with the agencies. However, before taking any firm orders the planners would need to ensure that sufficient slots of the correct attractiveness were available on the right number of ATMs in the targeted geographic locations. For this they would need to have access to the “Media Server”, via the secure website, where they would be able to get an exact picture of the slots, and location of ATMs which have advertising availability. These would then need to be able to be booked, and advertising slots reserved in a real time manner. In effect, constructing “campaigns” online or at least making the initial assignment of ATM slots.

The Media Server would therefore need to keep track of the individual slot schedules for each ATM and provide that data to (possibly) a Media Sales web server that would allow the sales and planning personnel access and the capability to view the data in a graphical manner sorted by a range of different criteria such as:

Available Slot types
Available Geographic locations
Available Bank/deployer slot and/or ATM types
Available timescales by slot by ATM
Etc

Bookings, reservations and pricing data would then need to be entered into the system to provide input back to the “media Server” in the form of confirmed Advertising Campaigns, with associated Media and control files.

It may be that within the media sales world that there are standard applications that can be utilised/adapted through suitable interfaces to/from the Media Server to meet these and other requirements.

6.5 General

The effectiveness of current advertising & internal marketing campaigns has been confirmed in different geographies.
A further use of the ATM “screen downloads” has been demonstrated, providing a social service. The screen is used to advertise “missing” children, thus bringing to all public areas immediate notification and child details. This **alert** programme brings a significant benefit and security service to a community, and raises the profile and brand image of the ATM deployer.

ATM deployers should be aware of all aspects of using the ATM screen both during transaction, or during the idle mode (or more precisely “attract” mode) when it is still viewed by the public.
Chapter 7
ATM Outsourcing Business Model

7.1 Introduction

« When an organisation produces internally, something that others can supply or produce more effectively or in better economical conditions, then that organisation sacrifices its competitive assets. Re-orientate yourself on what gives a real competitive edge to your organisation, then outsource the rest. »

Harvard Business Review

Outsourcing is commonly used by most financial organisations for part of the annual cost, in particular for Cash delivery and Hardware Maintenance, however the concept of offering the complete ATM estate for an Outsourcing Contract, is still relatively new. Experience in outsourcing of other services such as Call Centre Management, Card Services, and IT functions has met with mixed reception (and in some cases failure). This document sets out to help understand the following :-

- Factors driving need to Outsource
- Anticipated results from a Financial organisation perspective
- Anticipated outcome from an Outsource Service Provider perspective
- Outsourcing Organisation Contract
- Commercial Structure of an Outsource Contract
- Legal Structure of an Outsource Contract
- Make it work
7.2 Factors Driving Need to Outsource

Based upon the annual costs identified against each of the key parameters given above, it is clear that these segments will be subject to increased pressure to reduce cost.

Changes in the banking financial landscape, have seen banks increasingly subject to global pressure, mergers and acquisitions, and competition from non traditional bank sources. This has created a need to expand customer offerings, improve efficiencies, while increasing profits and expanding customer base. This has therefore led Financial Organisations to internally address

- Reduction of Operating costs
- Recoup capital investment
- Deploy a platform for Service Growth
- Eliminate in-house solution costs
- Leverage assets and Skills
- Improve Customer Service
- Improve speed to market of New Products & services
- Reduce Risk profile
- Focus on Strategic Issues
- Create Additional future value
The above has created a renewed interest in Outsourcing of some, or all parts of the current ATM annual costs. These may be categorised as “Managed Services” which add improved system management to an existing service (such as cash optimisation).

7.3 Anticipated Results from a Financial Organisation Perspective

There is a myth that an Outsourcing Contract will almost instantly
- Increase availability
- Reduce headcount
- Lower cash inventory
- Reduce fraud
- Lower overall cost by 20%-40%
- Provide immediate technology upgrade
- Improve Security
- Increase bank Product Marketing

The reality of an Outsourcing contract needs to be fully understood before entering into an expensive process. It needs to be recognised that Outsourcing involves all key Customer Organisational Groups within the financial organisation, and each group must endorse, and be supportive of, the move to an Outsourcing Contract if it is to be successful.

These internal customer organisational groups comprise

Customer Organizational Influence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>IT and Technology</th>
<th>Legal &amp; Commercial</th>
<th>Human Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Strategy</td>
<td>- Business Process</td>
<td>- Software</td>
<td>- Pricing and Contract</td>
<td>- Staff &amp; Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Marketing</td>
<td>- Availability</td>
<td>- Communications</td>
<td>- Partnerships</td>
<td>- Union Mgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Consumer behavior</td>
<td>- SLA’s</td>
<td>- Tech Risk</td>
<td>- Mergers and Acquisitions</td>
<td>- Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Business Direction</td>
<td>- Hardware</td>
<td>- Tech Evaluations</td>
<td>- Commercial Conditions</td>
<td>- Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Channel Integration</td>
<td>- Managed Services</td>
<td>- Technology Futures</td>
<td>- Tax &amp; legislation</td>
<td>- Organizational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- New Services</td>
<td>- Cash Process</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk and Liability</td>
<td>- behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Financial Options</td>
<td>- Implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Project Mgt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Fulfilment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From a business perspective, the prime objectives are based on the following factors:

- Free up Capital & management resources
- Increase focus on core business
- Control and predictability of costs
- Improve ratios (off balance sheet financing)
- Improve quality
- Manage reduction in risk
- Leverage resources and skills
- Improve branding & Share value

### 7.4 Summary of the Overall Requirements of Outsourcing

During the process of deriving an Outsourcing contract, there are a number of phases to complete.

**Phase 1** is a detailed internal analysis needs to be carried out which identifies both the precise elements to be outsourced, and the existing detailed costs, these then define the initial framework of the contract in terms of operations, products, business processes, personnel, and price boundaries.

**Phase 2** is to address the future strategy of the bank in terms of technology platform, customer service, functionality requirements, and the timescales required to move from the current operating model to the future operating model.

**Phase 3** is to review the above realistically, in order to produce technical Service Level Agreements, and Implementation Plans.

**Phase 4** the identification of an internal Customer Contract Team with responsibility for the production of the Outsourcing Tender documents (including technical to legal), Tender process, evaluation and selection and final negotiation with selected contractor

**Phase 5** is the implementation of the contract and final handover & acceptance sign off.

**Phase 6** monitoring of contract and transition from current operating model to the future operating model.

**Phase 7** on-going monitoring and contract renewal or phase out.
7.5 Anticipated Outcome from an Outsource Provider Perspective

The key drivers from a range of Customer requirements are to :-

- Reduce Operating Costs and recoup capital investments while deploying a platform for volume and service growth
- Eliminate costs associated with in house solutions and leverage existing assets and skills
- Improve Customer service
- Improve speed to market for new products and services
- Improve risk profile
- Enable management to refocus on strategic issues
- Create additional future value

It is important to note that the above summarised Customer requirements require investment both in terms of financial and resources. Consequently the prime requirements from a Contractor perspective is a contract of sufficient duration to allow the investment value to be recouped. By having a short duration contract or one which can be readily terminated, there is no incentive to invest.

Contractors do not have qualified personnel resources which can be switched on and off, and tend to offer efficiency by economy of scale and better utilisation of there resources.

Some of the more obvious perceptions and facts are given below.

Outsourcing : perceptions and facts

- Vendors are efficient at lowering costs
- Negotiation ends when contract is signed
- Outsourcing is a partnership
- Vendors have a pool of specialized people
- The 3 benefits of outsourcing : less expensive, best quality, faster.

Vendors gross margin varies between 22 and 28% - inherent costs in the management of the client relation : between 3 and 7%

The negotiation is ongoing after the signature as requirements evolve

The vendor becomes a real partner in gain/risk-sharing contract

Vendors are challenged by staff shortage

These 3 benefits are never gathered together at the same time
As stated above, **Outsourcing is a Partnership** but typically outsourcing contracts are drawn up as highly specialised **purchase** contracts. It is clear that outsourcing involves the transfer of some of the Customers business process, and this can only effectively be taken over through a planned migration period during which there will be a shared risk scenario.

Most outsourcing contracts will cover the traditional “managed services”, together with the transfer of the ATM asset base.

Areas to be addressed to ensure that the contractor fully understands the risks to be included are:

1. Who owns the cash, who purchases the cash
2. Changes in tax/VAT legislation by transferring liability
3. Control and reporting of balance and settlement activity
4. Duration and performance of existing contracts which are to be transferred
5. The sub contract conditions and any price guarantees.
6. Decision ownership for replacement ATM’s (vendor/functionality)

Occasionally an Outsourcing contract will include the requirement for transaction processing, which includes the additional risks:

1. Firewalls between Customers
2. Meeting identity fraud regulatory issues
3. Customer controls for database examination
4. Meeting National & international regulatory controls for audit, and customer cash processing (Basle II, cross border money transfer etc)

The overall areas to be considered by a contractor in an outsourcing contract are summarised below.
When reviewing the above, it is worth addressing the response to a Customers contract by considering core strengths which are internal, and the advantages of responding as a joint offer with a partner who compliments core strengths, or responding as a consortium, with the Customer having a management interest as part of the organisation.

7.6 Outsourcing Contract Organisation

The Commercial structure can be a single company response, or a joint venture with a key partner, or finally a vendor consortium which includes the Customer.

This is graphically represented below, which demonstrates the evolving alternatives.
Evolving Alternatives

- **RETAIN IN HOUSE**
  - Address inefficiencies
- **JOINT VENTURE**
  - SINGLE BANK
  - plus a Sector specialist
- **ATM UTILITY**
  - ATM Utility Co.
- **OUTSOURCE**
  - Outsource to a strategic partner
- **JOINT VENTURE**
  - MULTI BANK
  - Several banks plus a sector specialist

**Sector Specialists bring specific expertise & investment capability**
- Ability to leverage scale economies
- Supplier expertise
- Shared / Avoided investment
- Market Leading Opportunity
- Bank confidence in Service provision
- Reduced Bank focus on operational management

### 7.7 Commercial Structure of an Outsource Contract

The typical major headings to be expanded and included as part of the Commercial structure of an Outsourcing contract include definitions and expansion of the following:-

1. **Contract Duration** – Typically a minimum of at least 5 years in order to provide incentive, and take advantage of contractors investment
2. **Client Strategy** – Overview of potential future changes which may indirectly impact, or be incorporated in future amendments.
3. **Organisation** – The form of contract in terms of Single Vendor, Consortium or Joint Venture
4. **Services to be Delivered** – detailed breakdown of all Operations included, ATM estate value, replacement cycle, and personnel. Services to be delivered by Contractor to Customer, and from Customer to Contractor.
5. **Escalation Procedures** – Dispute resolution, timescales, and personnel involved, prior to contract breakdown and legal action
6. **Service Level Agreements**
   a. To achieve normal payment
   b. To receive bonus payment
   c. To receive penalty clause
7. **Controls** – Degree of Customer monitoring and Contractors limitations (relocation of ATM’s, branding, bank customers)
8. **Reporting Matrix** – List of reports required, frequency, and contact points
9. **Tax System and Legislation** – Confirmation of liabilities between the Customer and Contractor for VAT, Tax, and National/Federal legislation changes

10. **Future Proofing** – Technical upgrade and replacement cycle, maintaining estate book value

11. **Pricing and Payments** – Type and regularity of payment, which can be defined either as “fixed fee”, or “transaction” based fee, or “availability” fee. Based on section 6, the pricing and payment may be a combination of some or all of the above.

12. **Committees** – Regular Customer and Contractor meetings with a defined agenda to ensure that potential problems are identified and addressed at an early and regular stage.

13. **Technical Evolution** – Additional technology anticipated to be included in the Contract such as currency change, Chip and PIN, security improvements.

The commercial structure should reflect a partnership rather than procurement approach, with both penalties and performance improvement payments being possible.

The incentive for an Outsourcing Contractor to invest in the Customers business must be reflected in the ability to benefit from improved performances. The Contract should therefore include flexibility of payment as business improvements are achieved. This may be achieved by introducing a bonus or penalty percentage payment, based on a reference to ATM availability, or transaction levels.

It should be recognised that Outsourcing contracts have failed due to lack of planning, internal rejection (people & politics) as well as Contractors failings to meet contract expectations. The core components of an outsourcing contract engagement are more about:

- customer relationships
- governance structures
- business processes
- human resources
- establishing SLA’s
- project management
- system integration
- business process change
- Governance

It should not be seen as a matter of hardware and software management, and product selection.
Outsourcing is about providing the most effective “business solution”, and therefore one of the keys to success is to ensure that the evaluation process of the tender includes detailed analysis of Contractors capability, and is not based on the lowest price.

All too often the Outsourcing contract becomes a legal Purchase Contract with penalties – a stick without the carrot!

### 7.8 Legal Aspects of an Outsource Contract

The final legal tender outsourcing contract, should ensure that the customer technical requirements are correctly interpreted in a legal framework, and which should ensure that the following are included and readily understood.

- Commercial structure (see above)
- Contracts and compliance
- Current scenario and Transition Management
- Projected Final Operating Scenario
- Self Service Channel Development
- Human Resource Management
- Project Implementation & Change Management
- Contingency & risk Management
- Pricing
- Phase out & Contract Termination

The typical key headings for a legal document defining an Outsourcing Contract would include the following. No attempt is made to provide detail as this will be subject to local legal specialists.

**Outsourcing Contract Framework**

1. Interpretation of Terms
2. Subject Matter of the Contract
3. ATM Asset Price Evaluation
4. ATM Asset Conditions & Upgrade programme
5. Replacement of existing ATM’s and Acquisition of new ATM’s
6. Services to be provided by Contractor
7. Services to be provided by Customer
8. Report requirements and Monitoring Structure
9. Personnel transfer and obligations
10. Business Process transfer
11. License agreements
12. Purchase and transfer of ATM’s
13. Form of Fee
n) Duration of Contract
o) Cessation of Rights and Takeover obligations
p) Assurance of Contracting parties
q) Contractors Duties and obligations
r) Customer Duties and obligations
s) Preliminary payments and Settlement of Damage
t) Confidential Information
u) Common and Final Provisions
v) Interpretation of Terms

7.9 Making It Work

CONTRACTORS RESPONSE DOCUMENT

Based on a form of legal contract given above, the Contractors response document must clearly respond to all conditions.

In general, the response document is dictated largely by the Customers form of Tender document, which leaves little room to modify the form of response. Quality of response is dictated by three things, the time to respond, the commitment to respond, and the experience of the response team.

When a tender document is received, an internal analysis will be required to assess if the potential contract is either within the capability of the contractor, or will not lead to over exposure.

Once a decision to proceed has been agreed, a contractors bid response team should be assigned in order to assess and prepare the response. At key points in the bid preparation, a management overview should be provided in order to address any key points or direction changes.

The final stage is the pricing, risk assessment and the final legal framework of the response.
For guidance only, as response is governed by both the Customer tender documents, the following typical headings can be used to ensure a composite response which should include but not be limited to the following:-

- Executive Summary
- Corporate and Contract Structure
- Partners/joint venture Corporate and contract support structure
- Contract & Compliance statements
- Specific Information Request
- Channel development
- Specific Information Request
- HR policy
- Project Implementation
- Compliance and Risk management
- Pricing and Payment
- Confidentiality statement
Chapter 8
ISO/IAD Business Model

8.1 Introduction

For clarification both ISO and IAD¹ terms are both used, in conjunction with the “non financial institution” deployer. Throughout the remainder of this text only reference will be made to ISO.

The ISO business model is a financial calculation based upon income and expenditure in order to provide a profit/loss statement. Unlike a bank, the ISO cannot offset ATM costs against other business operations in order to establish the cost efficiency of an ATM. The ISO therefore relies solely upon the income (transaction fee x number of transactions) to offset all front end expenditure and on-going costs.

ISO Business Models follow a number of different formats

1. ISO has full responsibility for provision of installed hardware, site location, and support of ATM, and ISO takes full transaction fee
2. As above less site location, retailer provides site location and shares fee
3. As above but less cash which is merchant fill, and retailer shares fee
4. Retailer pays ISO a lease fee for Hardware & Support, retailer takes transaction fee.

8.2 Business Strategy

In order to assess if you wish to become or remain an ISO, the following Business strategy considerations need to be addressed. These will form the core elements of an ISO “Business Plan”, which will provide a risk free analysis of the business case. The key element of the strategy being the site analysis which will provide indications of the potential number of transactions, and therefore max/min range of income.

- Market analysis/Competition
- Funding
- Site Analysis
- Form of Contract
- Network/Host Processor Provider
- Provision of Cash
- Security/Risk
- Fee and Contract Structure

¹ ISO – independent Service Operator; IAD – Independent ATM Deployer
As part of the analysis the following items need to be taken into consideration. Depending upon the form of contract adopted by the ISO, all or some of the following will be applicable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPENDITURE</th>
<th>INCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set up Charges</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hardware Cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Site Preparation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Warranty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Import duties &amp; taxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delivery to Site</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sales Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> Above normally amortised over 3 years to obtain monthly lease cost of Hardware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monthly Expenditure</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hardware Lease (see above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hardware maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Communication fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Network Membership Fee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Software License fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cost of Cash (or Retail Fill)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delivery of cash (as above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Retailer % of transaction Fee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Finance costs (payments/receipts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Insurance (to include damage, robbery, vandalism, and bad debt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Site Rental (based on trade loss for ATM site area)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Customer maintenance (ATM fill, print paper, jams, training)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Contract Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contingency Funding</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technical Upgrades (EMV, 3DES)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Additional Security (Ram raids, skimming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Legislation Changes (Liabilities)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fee Structure Changes (Visa, EPC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Competition (Banks, ISO’s Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Business disruption (Virus, refurbishment, downsizing, M&amp;A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Legal Fees (litigation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Branding (defend territory)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenditure + contingency</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential Income</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Transaction Fee (x number of transactions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Interchange Fee (x number of transactions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Media revenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Additional services (Phone Top up)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Call Out charges (non contractual)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vandalism Parts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Expenditure + contingency

Minus Income = Profit/Loss
The above table represents a composite of factors which influence the profit/loss of the business. However by far the most critical factor remains the number of transactions which the ATM attracts, and the factors which may influence these both positively (increased transaction functions such as phone top up, increased market segment capture, expanded customer acceptance), and negatively (Competition, Changes in Fee structure, and Security issues).

A number of ISOs have failed or found difficulty because of lack of contingency planning. Factors outside of the ISO control such as the recent EU regulations concerning the general move for Cash Recycling via ATM’s to be only with “fit” notes which have been checked for quality and counterfeit, and the new EPC (European Payments Commission).

The European commission is completing a full review of interchange fees across Europe between selected banks. The complete list will be the subject of review and a report by mid 2006, and subsequently European regulation. The prime objective being to unify the European Payments Industry to ensure its integrity, security and it is more efficient to the benefit of the European Union. The details of regulation are important to the IAD/ISO who may utilise “Interchange Fee” as the charge per transaction, as potential changes could significantly impact the business financial balance.

It has been noted that some Financial Institutions are either already initiating an ISO model, or are monitoring their effectiveness for potential acquisition or duplication.

This recent move by Financial Institutions may add new pressures, and motivation, for existing ISOs to ensure that their Business Model is profitable.
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